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WU to go fully digital in three years
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Youth turnout
key in elections

I

learnt last week that nearly half of the
atoms that make up our bodies may
have formed beyond the Milky Way and
travelled to the solar system on intergalactic
winds driven by giant exploding stars.
“Science is very useful for finding our place
in the universe,” said Daniel Anglés-Alcázar,
an astronomer at Northwestern University
“In some sense we are extragalactic visitors
or immigrants in what we think of as our
galaxy.”
Rumi said “We come spinning out of
nothingness, scattering stars like dust.”
I have digressed but the tangential point
is that our politics has been driven largely
by a narrow ethnicity when we are all in
fact inter-galactic citizens. The eighth of
August now looms real close, and as it gets
closer the cacophony outside my window
overlooking Waiyaki Way gets louder and
louder. Most polls show this election as too
close to call but pollsters the world over have
been getting it wrong from Brexit to Trump.
If you look at the United Kingdom, the youth
vote slept in during Brexit then woke up
for the UK snap election and nearly carried
Jeremy Corbyn into 10 Downing Street.
The newly enfranchised youth vote is a big
absolute number of first time voters, and is a
very big curve ball. Is this youth vote turned
on? Will it turn out? And how will it vote?
My view is that this demographic actually
has the election in its hands. Will we see a
youthquake and if so how does it break?
The next key issue is turnout. Are voters
on both sides motivated in the same way as
they were last time, when the ICC proved a
lightning rod in motivating voters in Jubilee
strongholds? I was listening to Shaffie Weru
on his morning show on Kiss FM, and he was
regaling his listeners with a tale about how a
group of women were withdrawing conjugal
rights from their menfolk as a way of
compelling turnout and its direction. Whilst
Shaffie was being ‘’tongue in cheek’’ as is his
wont, he was touching on a key issue. This
election can surely be won or lost on turnout.
I recall a US Congressman-a Hillary Clinton
partisan-who described to me how the
Democrats never saw the Trump campaign
on the ground. He said, we would see US
Flags but nothing more. And yet, Cambridge
Analytica and Jared Kushner, with help
from the Russians and Wikileaks, seriously
motivated their core base via digital microtargeting. Are Cambridge Analytica deploying
a similar micro-targeting strategy and will
it work? Moving the dial a few percentage
points might make all the difference.
Beyond those two big macro trends, we
know there has been some erosion in what
was a monolithic Rift Valley vote last time
around. The amount of that erosion is key.
How will Maasailand break? And it seems
Ukambani is considered all to play for.
LVMH’s Hennessy Cognac CEO Peillon
was in town last week and he said “Kenya is
a boost market, the next emerging market
frontier for us. Our role is to figure out what
might happen in the world, to have a vision
of what could become of Kenya, and we are
positive.” I agree with Peillon but the next
few days are a pivot moment.
Aly-Khan Satchu is a financial analyst

MERCY GAKII / Global payments firm Western Union is betting on its global footprint to
go fully digital in Africa in the next three years.
The company is looking to copy the mobile money transaction model by creating a
mobile app that users can transact and send
money with from their mobile handsets.
“Over 50 per cent of mobile solutions in
the world are operating in Africa. This is the
market we want to capitalise on,” said Aida
Diarra, vice president of Western Union, Africa region. She said the firm has invested in
the 52 nations on the continent, and they will

ride on the growing numbers of the youthful
population that is yet to own personal mobile handsets. She said Kenya is a country of
interest as records show that there is an increasing outflow of money to other nations,
including India and China.
President Odilon Almeida said the company will ride on the agency banking model
to reach potential customers in remote locations in Kenya and Africa. Western Union’s
points of sale are largely restricted to banking halls, while its users mostly send money
across borders.

Western Union’s Aida Diarra, Odilon Almeida and Richard Malcolm
address members of the press in Nairobi on July 28 /COURTESY
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ACQUISITIONS

Habib Bank calls it a day in
DTB acquisition tomorrow

Competition Authority of Kenya authorized the acquisition on condition that the
new owner, DTBK retains at least 41 per cent employees of Habib
VICTOR AMADALA
@itsamadala

Tier one lender Diamond Trust Bank Kenya will
be in total acquisition of Habib Bank Limited, an
announcement by Central Bank of Kenya has revealed.
The acquisition follows CBK’s approval on June
21 for HBLK to acquire an additional 4.18 per cent
stake which is equal to 13.3 million shares in DTBK
under section 13 of the Banking Act.
This will see HBL’s shares increase to 16.15 per
cent, having earlier allowed DTBK to sell its assets
and liabilities in Kenya for 11.97 per cent stake.
According to CBK’s press statement released on
Friday, the national treasury cabinet secretary gave
DTBK a nod to acquire the business, assets and liabilities of HBLK as provided in section nine of the

Banking Act. ‘’Effective from August 1, 2017, HBLK
will cease to be a bank licensed by CBK, and its
rights and obligations will be taken up by DTB. All
its stakeholders including depositors, borrowers,
employees, and creditors, will therefore continue
their relationships with DTBK,’’ CBK’s statement
read in part.
In the same gazette notice, Competition Authority of Kenya authorised the acquisition on
condition that the new owner, DTB, retains at least
41 per cent employees of Habib Bank post-transaction.
The Pakistani-based bank exits the Kenyan
market after 61 years to focus on its core market
in Asia.
The bank, which was licenced to operate in the
Kenyan market in 1956, had five branches in the
country and was ranked position 33 in terms of
market share by CBK.
Last year, the bank bought Pakistan branches of

Barclays Bank plc to affirm its asset base and deposits at Rs2.5 trillion (Sh2.4 trillion) and Rs1.9tr
(Sh1.8 trillion) respectively.
The acquisition of HBLK marks the latest buyout of a small bank coming after the sale of Giro
Commercial Bank to I&M Holdings.
Fidelity Bank was bought by Mauritius’ SBM
Holdings in under two years since the Banking
Act that capped lending at four per cent above the
CBK rate came to force in September last year.
Small lenders with less than 200,000 customers, have traditionally offered relatively higher interest rates to attract deposits from cash-rich firms
and individuals.
In late May, CBK ranked DTB at position six in
Kenya in terms of market share with 63 branches.
The bank started its operations in Kenya in 1997.
It also has operations in Uganda, Burundi and
Tanzania.

